a

activities (see below)
administration
of mMa activites + connections
of partner project (‘resistance through rituals’ at West Space)
advice
conceptual
technical
assistance
for the development of the physical aspects of mMa
for the conceptual development mMa as an organizational project
assembly
archiving information
already gathered for the purposes of the event
as a mode of presentation of copious amounts of information
mMa library/resource zone at CLUBS for open public information access

b

building
bulk emailing

c
cascading
see this list
catalogue production
mMa project catalogue (volumMa) + (see the collection this list contextualizes)
resistance through rituals catalogue (see west space publications archive ISBN 0-9751455-1-7)
censorship
changes
cleaning
collaborations
onsite at CLUBSproject inc
mMa was a layered collaborative event constituted by other, overlapping,
multiple collaborations. These were composed of different groups of people who
had worked together previously; were already organized; were new to each
other; who found shared interests; who intersected unexpectedly; who met
momentarily.….etc
offsite but connected to CLUBSproject inc (collaborative alliances)
West space + Clubs
mMa + resistance through rituals
A.M.P.E.D.S + CLUBS + the lounge-room of Louisa Bufardeci
Gertrude + CLUBS
the Office of Utopic Procedures + CLUBS
Ocular Lab + CLUBS
interstate
international
N55 rooms
web-based
collective games
computers
conflict
confusion
connection generation
see this list
see "pinboard # 1"
construction

d

diagram production
as a mode for partially representing the unwieldy nature of the event in
its un-masterable entirety
as an interface between projects
information interface generated on site at West Space
(‘a portal to our project’) June 24 – July 10
as a device for visualizing the cascading, shifting connections between things, events,
people and spaces (see this list)
as a drawing process
dialogue (ongoing)
documents
archived (informally)
forming the reading/resource zone of mMa a series of books, essays, zines and
publications were donated from peers and strangers locally, nationally and
internationally. Artists who participated in ‘resistance through rituals’ also
contributed research files and related texts as a kind of extended reference
connecting to their projects at west space.
of events as they unfold
as project work (video / text / diagram)
drawing

e
essay development and publication (mMa essay - see this catalogue)
event (mMa as…..)
a monstrous, cascading, series of connections between things, people, activities, spaces
which perpetually pockets and piggy-backs (projects within projects)
an experiment in de-centered, non-bureaucratic project facilitation:
open to change, shifts + impromptu activities
a massive collaborative excercise (as well as being a context/framework/situation for other
projects)
evidence
of movement, interaction and change
experiments
experiments in ‘curating’ (see mMa…..)

f

facilitation
food distribution
food preparation
as a part of an ongoing practice
as an element to facilitate interaction between participants
a component facilitating a general hospitality
forum

g
games
gathering + structuring residual information
generation
of the event as an overall context
gift giving
graphic production
the framing of information

h

heater
hosting

i
informal situation making
information structuring + spatialization
information production, accumulation + distribution
copius visual + informational material
(fliers, emails, posters, timetables, lists)
installation
internet piggy backing
interviewing

l

linking
some nodes that comprise this list link up to other nodes; generating intensities of connection

Some nodes are left independent and unconnected in any explicit way
local discussion forums
logging ongoing ephemeral events
log development
lugging things around

m

multiple workshops
multiple drawing methods

n

negotiations

o

object construction (object based works)
shifting system
archive/resource system
obstacle course
ongoing project documentation
open-ended discussion
open-source information sharing

p
people (all those who were involved + connected in some way)
Paul Batt
Terri Bird
Elizabeth Boyce
Katie Bowman
Sandra Bridie
Julie Burke
John Campbell
Christian Capurro
Julie Davies
Josh Daniels
Narelle Desmond
Emma Dodd
Olivia Dowling
Mick Douglas
Simone Ewenson
Tim Fleming
Jophes Fleming
Kate Fulton
Sharon Goodwin
Bianca Hester
Chris LG Hill
Mark Hilton
Anthony Hunt
Kath Houston
Raafat Ishak
Helen Johnson
Spiros Kalantzis
Ali Kazak
David Keating
Lisa Kelly
Deborah Bain King
Shelley Krycer
Laresa Kosloff
Damien Lawson
James Lynch
Sanne Maestrom
Jason Mailing
Amanda Marburg
Azlan McLennan
Andrew McQualter
Scott Mitchell
Harriet Morgan
Tom Nicholson
Torie Nimmervoll
Geoff Newton
April Phillips
Kain Picken
Jeanette Purkis
Stuart Ringholt
Alex Rizkalla
Sol Salbe
Bernhard Sachs
Utako Shindo
Shannon Smiley
Tai Snaith
Jeremy The
Michelle Ussher
Keith Wong
Kylie Wilkinson
Jason Workman
performance
pin-board
at west space #1
mMa project group contribution to ‘resistance through rituals’
a collaborative pin-up which offered an interface to the larger event structure that was mMa
at CLUBS - we called this work ‘a portal to our project’ – it nested within
the context of the ‘resistance through rituals’ show, while also opening
onto the thickness of activities happening throughout mMa. We regarded
the pin-board surface as a diagram that mapped out a series of
connections between all people involved in mMa in its unwieldy entirety.
This pin-board served as a ‘portal’ to the events at CLUBS
duration: June 24 – July 10
at CLUBSproject #2
an on-site publicity board for all the pocketed events which comprised mMa
duration: June 26 – July 10
publication (accumulating)
see this publication context: which is a collection of pagework from all (or most) participants
print room + archive
a slower, continuous interface for public access amongst transitional events
we called for a broad range of published material from local, national and international
practitioners focused by the projects concerns and ideas. We organized this into a public
reading room. This became a crucial node within mMa as a space to browse material,
socialize and rest
photocopying
an anti-copyright event based in the sharing of information (a photocopier was
provided for the potentially unconstrained reproduction of information)
production/process
durational multi-faceted workroom: mMa was interested in activity and the physical
negotiations that take place between activities (work-recreation, productiondiscussion, process-presentation)
proliferation
provisional
portal (see pin-board #1)

r

reading + readings
recordings
representation (the impossibility of)
resistance
resource gathering
rooms
a connection to another project instigated by N55 collective from Copenhagen:
(for the duration of mMa, CLUBSvenue + CLUBSannex was rendered
a component of the international ‘ROOMS’ project). For the duration of
mMa we opened the spaces for free access to any person (as outlined
in N55 ROOMS ethos – see www.N55.dk)

s

sound production
soup
stew
system construction
structured meetings

t

taking out the rubbish
talks/talking
tea (+ coffee)
text production
technical support + development
as projects in themselves
mMa log
wireless open-source internet connection
CLUBSproject website (www.clubsproject.org.au)
telephone discussion
transcribing discussions
talks/talking

v

video production
video documents

w

writing
web connections
web forums
sprawling strategies – Tom Nicholson (with Bianca Hester + Lisa Kelly)
A web-based forum which extended shared interests that developed through
informal discussions with Tom. A series of common threads emerged from a
consideration of some of our ongoing activities. Tom posed the forum thread that
focused upon the notion that ‘alternative orders are generated and lodged within
the present’:
“ …In other words, imagined social/political/aesthetic systems
are not deferred as possible utopias. Instead they are embodied however fleetingly, however minutely - within the current order. I
think this characterisation applies, in different ways, across the
work of all of us.... extract taken from ‘sprawling strategies’ web
forum. This forum is currently an ongoing dialogue and will be published as a text
document later in 2004.
duration: June – August 2004
mMa web forum - initiated by Bianca Hester & open to all mMa participants
for the ongoing circulation of ideas, essays, feedback, plans etc
website development

u
un-authored support

restaging of the banned work titled ‘56’
Azlan McLennan with the Office of Utopic Procedures
‘56’ was re-presented by the Office of Utopic Procedures and
consisted of a large wall painting of the Israeli flag which
incorporated text + statistics pertaining to the situation in
Isreal/Palestine. This work was re-staged in response to the
banning of the original work from the ‘24/7’ display space on
Flinders Street in Melbourne. It was contextualized In
conjunction with several hundred pages of media around the
banning of the work, and a dvd of a talk given by the artist
during the Next Wave festival.
duration: Saturday June 26 Saturday July 10

the alphabet lucky-dip cabinet
April Phillips (with Luke Adams, Elizabeth Boyce, Matthew Brown, Tim
Fleming, Eliza Hearsum, Helen Johnson, John Kassab, Marcus Keating,
Marc Sandon, Helen Walter, Kylie Wilkinson)
a filing cabinet consisting of assigned subjects, processes + materials
arranged non-hierarchically + in alphabetical order. Participants
were assigned activities through a lucky dip process and worked on
their ‘project’ files before inserting them back into the cabinet for
presentation. The file was open to contributions and amendments
throughout the fortnight and was contextualized in the
archive/resource zone of mMa.
duration: ongoing June – July 2004
studies for the shape of democracy
Andrew Mc Qualter (with Ernst Ellemunter, Kath Houston, Stuart
Ringholt, Helen Walter + Helen Johnson)
A series of drawings were collaboratively produced with other
artists (above) focused around the idea of how one might imagine
and give form to, through drawing, ‘the shape of democracy’.
This project involved the Andrew utilizing the annex space as a
provisional studio for the tandem production of map and diagrams
of Australia's political system based on the knowledge of the
participants. The drawings became visual records of a series of
conversations between 2 people as the activity took place around
a table. The resulting diagrams were inserted back into the mMa
archive for subsequent viewing.
duration: Sunday June 27 + Monday June 28– drawings presented
July 12 – 10
funny fear workshop archive – Stuart Ringholt
A publication which documented a prior workshop conducted by
Stuart was made available for the mMa archive. This document represented the discussions, ideas and images generated from the
workshop around issues of fear, embarrassment and exposure.
duration: June 26 – July 28

miscellaneous documents
Elizabeth Boyce (with the majority of mMa
participants involved at the time of interviews)
an invitational interview project conducted with participants
across mMa: “The interviews are concerned with ideas
as they are imagined, projected and subject to future
change, revision, contingency, constraint and
explosion. These dialogues will form the basis of
documents which will eschew the task of tracing
change in a project from proposition to exposition to
attempt instead to effect the persistence of ideas
abandoned, reconsidered or forgotten”. (extracts
taken from artist text) The documents were circulated
amongst participants and used or not as detemined by the
recipients.
duration: April 2003 – July 2004
the dragnet prototype drawing tables – Helen Johnson
2 flat, square, horizontal surfaces low to the ground (small box-tables)
were covered in drawing paper and accompanied by a collection of
textas, scissors, pencils, glue, picture books and sticky tape. A small
sign on each requested that people contributed drawings and
inscriptions on the paper. These drawings became collaborative and
responsive. Over time, and as inscriptions gathered on the surfaces,
the paper was replaced, inviting new accumulations.
duration: June 26 – July 10
practicing in the space of the everyday – Jason Workman
an independent publication exploring a context in which a practice
engages with direct experience. This publication was distributed in
mMa archive as a hard-copy, and was made available as an object
for collection and photocopy.
duration: April - June 2004
scattered video interceptions – Sandra Bridie
“A video document of various activities that played out
during mMa. The moments documented will be of 5 -15
minutes duration, the camera acting as a viewer in the
space. Each segment will be prefaced by a caption with
participants names and the title of their activity. The
completed video will be form a contribution to the
hopefully be a useful piece of documentation for the
Clubs archive”. (extract taken from artist text)
duration: June 26, 27 + July 9, 10
the table of nations – Sanne Mestrom
“I'm going to document sections of the space for the
duration of the exhibition. Each time I come in, I will
bring with me an image of the changes occuring in each
selected section of the space. I will stick these up in
a vertical sequence in 5 specific places in the space.
The images will be A5 in size. I will add an image to
this sequence each time I come in.” (extract taken from
artist text) Over the duration of mMa, changes were recorded
and posted in sequence onto the walls, as evidence of the physical
shifts and re-orientations that comprised the ongoing negotiations
and renegotiations between people, things and space that
comprised mMa.
duration: Tuesday June 22 – Saturday July 10
spacepork adventures – Julie Burke, Jeanette Purkis, Deborah
Bain-King, Shelly Krycer, Keith Wong, Josh Daniels
“spacepork adventures functions as an experimental
collaborative group who meet weekly. During a weekly
session four participants write down ideas and/or
thoughts and place them in a bag. One idea is selected
at random and work-shopped until a project develops. To
maintain a variable group dynamic, two different guests
are invited to take part each week.” (extract from
artist text) For mMa, spacepork met 3 times to continue their
work, documenting their activities, and feeding them back into the
space viaa DVD monitor for public view.
duration: Thursday July 1, Friday July 2, Friday July 9
representation of supressed works - The Office of Utopic Procedures
John Abbate, Marc Hilton, Ali Kazak, Azlan McLennan, Sol Salbe,
Bernhard Sachs, Utako Shindo, Tai Snaith
A forum organised by Bernhard Sachs in response to the banning of
''56" - dealing with notions of censorship in relation to politics, media,
questions of artists responsibilities, and actions in public space. The
forum was particularly focussed upon an artist generated dialogue
given that artists were virtually absent from the public media around
the time of the works banning. The forum was attended by artists,
journalists, activists and members of the public extending beyond
the immediate arts community.
duration: Sunday July 4 at 1-3pm
hygienic nihlism – Julie Davies and Alex Rizkalla
a food preparation and offering after the discussion forum in which
bean stew was served to participants and guests. The food was
offered free of charge, but spoons were made available for $2.00.
People improvised with pieces of flatbread, and spoons got
circulated amongst groups of friends.
duration: Sunday July 4 at 3pm
SPLINT – Jason Mailing + Torie Nimmervoll
for mMa, SPLINT worked together on an organic, durational, publicly
negotiable processes that included provisional and improvisational
construction with their custom made equipment, specific
performances, games, workshops etc. Their work ebbed and flowed
from being a compressed corner of materials and equipment, to a
sprawling, interactive, obstacle course that colonized the entire
space; winding itself through the physical ‘architecture’ of mMa and
hooking into the roof, suspending through the man-hole and out the
CLUBS window. SPLINT worked at mMa on a daily basis, responding
and developing the work parallel and in-between other events and
activities.
duration: June 26 – July 10
multipleMISCELLANEOUSalliances (production group) – Bianca Hester,
Spiros Panigirakis, Helen Walter + Terri Bird
multipleMISCELLANEOUSalliances developed initially out of an email
correspondence between Melbourne (Bianca Hester) and Sydney
Lisa Kelly). This correspondence concentrated upon questions of
how art operates socially and politically, particularly in terms of selforganised practices grounded in dialogue, critical writing and
collaboration. From here, a sub-group of the CLUBScommittee
developed a framework which intensified some interests already at
play within the CLUBSproject approach to production, presentation
and dialogue. multipleMISCELLANEOUSalliances operated as a substrain of CLUBS, compressed into an intensive event. mMa was an
experiment in building a context for generating connections
between multiple individual and collective practices. mMa was an
unwieldy, plastic framework for the facilitation of proliferating
connections between people, events and open-source information.
mMa emerged as a ‘non-structural structure’ in excess of, and
shifting in-between the forces of potential connections, encounters
and propositions (see this list for multiple activities, or this catalogue
for more specific details)
duration: November 2003 (development) – July 2004 (public events)

talking points – Kath Houston (with passers-by on Gore
and Gertrude Streets)
“Talking points is an ongoing exploration into the
nature of social interaction between strangers. The
project instigates conversations + interactions through
Talking Points, which relate specifically to art,
social interaction and the nature of public/private
spaces. The project is currently focused on
sociological approaches to gift-giving, as a form of
interaction between strangers” (extract taken from
artist text) This project involved the giving of seeds and plants to
passers-by on Gore and Gertrude streets, adjacent to the CLUBS
spaces, and in making a moss-garden in the laneway outside CLUBS
that was planted in between the blue-stones. Diagrams and notes
of the encounters were re-inscribed back into the interior spaces as
documents of the multiple engagements.
duration: June 28 + 29 , July 5 + 6
wireless open-source internet connection – Scott Mitchell (with
Jophes Flemming) – involving the assistance of Gertrude
Contemporary Art Spaces sharing their broadband facilities
A wireless internet connection was installed for the duration of mMa
which piggy-backed off the Gertrude computer network. A hub was
installed in the Gertrude offices and a corresponding antenna in one
of the CLUBS studios was constructed from an empty tin can and
receiving antenna that plugged into a laptop. This signal was feed
into the main spaces of CLUBS, providing an ongoing internet facility.
duration: June 28 - July 10
mMa log – Scott Mitchell
A classic Mac (an SE 30) was located in
the archive section of mMa and
functioned as a continual text log for
events. All participants were able to
browse previous entries and add their
own text to the log. The text from this log
will be edited and rendered into a
physical document for future
use….(During the MIKE performance,
extracts of the log were incorporated into
the spoken word component of the
performance)
duration: June 26 – July 10
send me home: welcome mat – Raafat Ishak
a welcome mat was installed at the entrance to the space with
text cut out from it that spelt the sentence ‘send me home’ – a
part of an ongoing project by Raafat. This mat was positioned for
people to walk upon as they entered and exited the room.
duration: June 26 – July 10
KNOTWORK – Katie Bowman + Mick Douglas
an accumulative work with an everyday rhythm involving daily
collaborative work between the KNOTWORK group and across,
in-between and parallel to other collaborative groups working
during mMa (such as SPLINT). KNOTWORK imported cardboard
boxes, strings and ropes as materials to engage spatial and
linguistic games. Their work also involved daily ‘logging’ of
questions and observations onto the computer provided (the
mMa log), and inscribing riddles and puzzles directly onto the
architecture in white chalk.
duration: June 28 – July 10
the laws project (treason, treachery, terrorism and torture)
Kylie Wilkinson + Damien Lawson
The laws project examined the relationship between the law,
violence and power through the use of video, performance and
documentation. A video was presented with footage in which
participants were asked to choose a form of illegal subversion and
proclaim the law before a camera. Adjacent to this video on a pin
board was a representation (through performance) of the infamous
image of an Iraqi prisoner placed in a pose of torture. This
performance was enacted at Federation Square the week before
mMa.
duration: Friday June 25 (performance) then June 26 – July 10

U R A R T - Utako Shindo
A video document was present with footage from a performance
that was given in the display space of 24/7 in response to the banning
of ‘56’. The video re-presented the different stages of the
performance over a few days, including the process of building up
and then deconstructing a drawing-based installation.
Accompanying this video was a series of bound photocopies of
drawings, responses and processes in relation to the work as a whole.
duration: June 26 – July 28
MIKE - John Campbell, Olivia Dowling, Christopher LG Hill, Harriet
Morgan, Kain Picken, Shannon Smiley,
an ongoing collaborative group of artists and musicians who
improvised together as an event-responsive performance that
incorporated spoken texts borrowed from the mMa archive/library.
They began performing by reading different found texts together,
parallel to the general ambient discussion-based noise. This
produced an exponential building of loudness in the space as
everyone else struggled to talk over each other in order to hear what
was being said….from then on the performance took shape and
moved from spoken word/recorder ensembles, base-guitar riffs and
intensive drum-machine-driven sound-structures.
duration: Saturday June 26 between 3pm – 3.30pm
‘shifting system’ : a mutating social surface for openended processes, and which facilitated interactions
this system was the ‘soft archicitecture/furniture’ of mMa and was
offered up as a gift to all participants to utilize as a tool within their
own projects, for example for staging events, for drawing, for
talking, for eating etc. This system was designed in relation to the
spatial/conceptual needs of mMa participants as well as being an
appropriation and extrapolation of 'JIMMY' (a bar system designed
for CLUBS by Tim Fleming). It also emerged out of a shared interest
in furniture, architecture and the notion of provisionality and
modularity; it was regarded as a collaboration and a work in itself.
Another Misspent Portrait of Etienne de Silhouette (A.M.P.E.D.S)
Christian Capurro
an 1 hour talk regarding the A.M.P.E.D.S project – outlining the
processes, discussion program and multiple sites and people involved
in the project as a whole. This talk connected to the loungeroom site
of Louisa Bufardeci in Fitzroy – the 6th site where all participants
involved in the construction of the work engaged in a dialogue about
the process of the works making, as well as being the only site where
the object (an erased copy of an entire vogue magazine) could be
handled.
duration: Saturday July 10 at 1pm then at L.B’s loungeroom from 3pm
breathing down your neck – Tara Gilbee
A prop made from clear and mirrored perspex was installed on a
wall and contextualized as an interface at which participants could
stand and face each other directly, but separated from one
another by the perspex. At this surface, people were invited to
breath, leaving a residue of this activity in the form of transitory
condensation at the surface. This work was set up as a site for the
generation of video imagery of the action of breathing in tandem
with another person.
duration: Saturday June 26
chain reactions ( DAMP) - Paul Batt, Emma Dodd, Narelle Desmond,
Sharon Goodwin, Spiros Kalantzis, David Keating, James Lynch,
Amanda Marburg, Geoff Newton, Jeremy The, Michelle Ussher,
Kylie Wilkinson
“...Recently with the help of friends DAMP has been
creating and collecting short videos depicting everyday
scenarios each linked and connected to the next by a
series of objects or actions. For mMa DAMP invited
friends, colleagues and others take turns in directing a
series of these 30 second chain reaction scenarios...”
(extract taken from email). DAMP contributed polaroids and a
text back into the mMa for public viewing after this meeting.
duration: Monday June 28 at 7pm and then in the archive until July 10

